Menu of Fixed Fees
Divorce Proceedings only
£450 plus VAT and court costs of £550 if not exempt
This will include:
Dealing with the whole divorce process if not defended
Preparing petition and certificate of reconciliation
Writing to the other party and sending copy of particulars if requested
Forwarding documents to the court
On receipt of the acknowledgement of service from the court preparing
Your statement in support and applying for decree nisi
Applying for your decree absolute
It does not include:
Any disagreement with regard to the divorce proceeding
Any disagreement with regard to the children
Delays from the other party with regard to the documents sent to them
Arrangements for personal service if required
Amendments to the divorce petition relating to change of instructions or grounds
Any correspondence relating to costs
Any correspondence relating to financial matters
Any correspondence relating to the content of the petition
Court fees

Preparing documents only on agreed divorce
£200 plus VAT
This will include preparing the divorce petition and sending it to you to complete and
for you to send to the court
It does not include|:
Any Financial advice
Any advice relating to the children
Any issues or disputes relating to the divorce
Any correspondence relating to any issues
Appearing on the court record as acting

Responding to a divorce
£200 plus VAT
This will include

Going through the divorce petition which has been sent to you
Completing the acknowledgement form and sending to the court
notifying you of the decree nisi and decree absolute
It does not include:
Any advice in relation to finance or children
Any steps in a contested divorce
Any correspondence relating to the payment of costs
Any correspondence relating to any other issues

Agreed Financial Applications
£450 plus VAT and court fee £50
This will include
Preparing your application draft court order and statement of information
Forwarding documents to the other party for signature
Attending you on signing the documents and forwarding them to the court
On receipt of the final court order forwarding this to you
It does not include
Advice on the merits and fairness of the agreement
Advice on any tax issues
Advice and work on the implementation of the order
Advice on the enforcement of the order
Correspondence and work in connection with chasing the other side for documents
Any work involved following rejection of the order by the court
Complicated assets including pension sharing orders and assets in excess of
£500,000
Agreed Financial Application – preparing documents only
£350 plus VAT
We can simply prepare the documents and hand them to you to obtain the signature
of the other party and send to the court
It does not include
Any advice regarding the contents
Any correspondence with the other party
Any correspondence with the court
Any advice regarding the consequences of the order
Any work in implementation or enforcement of the order

Children issues
Completing application to court
£190 plus VAT court fee £215
This covers completing a C100 and C1A if appropriate in connection with
Child Arrangements order covering residence and/or contact; specific issue order;
prohibited steps order
Sending the forms to you for signature with sufficient copies for the court (or handing
them to you)
It does not include:
Advice on your prospects of success
Obtaining a mediator’s certificate
Attending court with you
Correspondence with the court or other party
Correspondence with CAFCASS
Completing Application to court and advice £350 plus VAT
This includes:
Advising on the merits of your case
Completing the application to the court
Writing to the mediator for the necessary certificate as appropriate
Forwarding the application to the court when signed
Discussing the CAFCASS letter
It does not include attendance at court
Attendance at court on first appointment and subsequent directions hearings £350
plus VAT for each hearing
This includes:
attendance at court and advising on the CAFCASS letter
negotiations with the other party to achieve agreed arrangements
drafting the order made by the court and filing this with the court
It does not include
Drafting of statements ordered by the court
Preparation of evidence for any contested hearing
Attendance on any contested hearing

